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Abstract. We study counting monadic second-order logics (CMso) for
unordered data trees. Our objective is to enhance this logic with data
constraints for comparing string data values attached to sibling edges
of a data tree. We show that CMso satisfiability becomes undecidable
when adding data constraints between siblings that can check the equality
of factors of data values. For more restricted data constraints that can
only check the equality of prefixes, we show that it becomes decidable,
and propose a related automaton model with good complexities. This
restricted logic is relevant to applications such as checking well-formedness
properties of semi-structured databases and file trees. Our decidability
results are obtained by compilation of CMso to automata for unordered
trees, where both are enhanced with data constraints in a novel manner.
1 Introduction
Logics and automata for unordered trees were studied in the last twenty years
mostly for querying Xml documents [14,5,20] and more recently in the context of
NoSql databases [2]. They were already studied earlier, for modeling syntactic
structures in computational linguistics [16] and records in programming languages
[17,11,12]. In our own work, we also find them relevant to the modeling and
static verification of file trees, i.e. structures representing directories, files, their
contents etcetera, and their transformations, i.e. programs or scripts moving,
deleting, or creating files.
Using unordered trees means expressing and evaluating properties on sets –
or multisets – of elements, e.g. the data values of the children at the current
position. Naturally, this amounts to counting: for instance in a file tree “there
are at least 2 values that match *.txt” (where * matches any string), or in
a bibliographical database “there are fewer values inproceedings than book”.
Where the existing approaches differ is in the expressive power available for
that counting; for instance, is it possible to compare two variable quantities –
as in the second example – or just one variable quantity and a constant – as
in the first. In all cases, however, each element is considered alone, in isolation




















Fig. 1. Unordered trees in Json format, describing a typical file tree.
automata using various such formalisms as guards for their bottom-up transitions
in [3]. The focus was on devising good notions of deterministic machines capable
of executing such counting operations, sufficiently expressive but allowing for
efficient algorithms. Our present focus, in contrast, is to extend the expressive
power of the counting formalisms, while preserving decidability. Since the bottom-
up automaton’s structure does not play a great role in that, and the yardsticks
of expressive power for counting tests are logics, this paper mostly deals directly
with second-order logics rather than automata.
Our main goal in this paper is to extend existing formalisms with the ability to
express data constraints on unordered data trees, so that each data value may
be considered not only in isolation, but also along with sibling values with which
it is in relation. Such constraints arise naturally in various circumstances.
By way of example, consider a directory containing LATEX resources, which may
be represented by an edge-labeled tree in the style of Figure 1, given in Json
(JavaScript Object Notation) syntax, where each data value corresponds to a file
name or, in the case of leaves, file contents.
Suppose that we want to check whether the contents of a LATEX repository have
been properly compiled, which is to say that for every main LATEX file – i.e. a file
whose name has suffix ".tex", and whose contents begin with "\documentclass" –
there exists a corresponding pdf file following the version 1.5 of the standard.
To express this property, sibling data values – here representing files in the same
directory – are put in relation by
θtex2pdf = { (w".tex", w".pdf") | w is a word } . (1)
Schematically, we express constraints of the form “any value d whose subtree
satisfies some property P has a brother d′ = θtex2pdf(d) whose subtree satisfies
another property P ′”.
We need to integrate that kind of data constraints in existing formalisms for
unordered trees; the two yardsticks of expressive power that have emerged in
the literature are the extensions of weak monadic second-order logic (Mso) by
horizontal Presburger constraints [14], and by the weaker, but more tractable,
counting constraints [8], capable of expressing that the cardinality of a set variable
is less than m or equal to m modulo n, but not of comparing the cardinalities of
two set variables directly, unlike Presburger logic. We choose Mso with counting
constraints as our starting point, which we write CMso. We denote by Γ (Θ)
and CMso(Θ) the extensions of counting constraints and CMso, respectively,
with tests on siblings for a certain class Θ of binary relations on data words.
Provided that this class contains the relation θtex2pdf defined above, our example
property that, everywhere in the file tree, every TEX file has a corresponding
pdf is expressed by the CMso({ θtex2pdf }) formula
∀x . x ∈ (#(∗".tex" ∧ Xdoc ∧ ¬θtex2pdf.Xpdf15) = 0) (2)
where Xdoc and Xpdf15 are free set variables assumed to contain the nodes
satisfying the “main TEX file” and “valid pdf” properties. Intuitively: “all nodes
in the file tree are among the nodes such that the number of their children whose
label matches *".tex", which are main TEX documents, and for which there does
not exist a corresponding *".pdf" sibling that is a pdf version 1.5, is zero.” We
shall give the full, closed formula at the end of Sec. 3[p5].
Note that, even for ordered data words and in the case of equality tests, – simpler
than even the suffix correspondences exemplified by θtex2pdf – satisfiability, and
the emptiness problem in the case of automata, become rapidly intractable or
undecidable. This has been studied for register automata, first-order logic, and
XPath, [4,9], among others. For instance, satisfiability of FO2(=,+1, <), i.e. first-
order logic with two variables and successor and linear order relations, while
decidable, is not known to be primitive recursive [4]. Unorderedness simplifies
matters in this case.
Nevertheless, the choice of the class of string relations Θ to which we have
access in our constraints greatly influences the complexity and decidability of the
counting constraints using them. We have found that even relatively conservative
choices of Θ entail undecidability: merely allowing the replacement of factors of
up to three letters, or the addition and deletion of suffixes and prefixes of one
letter, suffices. However, we exhibit a relatively large class which is decidable,
and capable of expressing that the prefixes of two data values are the same, or
even in the same regular language, while the suffixes belong to two different
languages; this largely covers our envisioned applications. We have also found
further restrictions for which the complexities become more reasonable.
Outline:
After a few preliminaries, Section 3 introduces the logic CMso(Θ), which is
CMso extended with the ability to put an edge’s data value in relation with one of
its siblings’, the string relation being a member of Θ. In Section 4, we show that if
relations allow both prefix and suffix manipulations, even restricted to addition or
removal of a single letter, CMso(Θ) becomes undecidable. After recalling the logic
WSkS, which covers a large class of suffix-only manipulations, Section 5 shows
that CMso(ΘWSkS), where allowed relations are WSkS-definable relations, is
decidable in non-elementary time, by translating it into automata with horizontal
tests in WSkS. Section 6 presents an algorithm that decides emptiness for the
automaton model equivalent to a fragment of the logic where string relations
are limited to disjoint suffix replacements. Its complexity is NExpTime – or
PSpace if the automaton is deterministic. Section 7 concludes and hints at
possible extensions and different ways of tackling the problem.
2 MSO and Counting Constraints
We recall the definition of MSO and of counting constraints. As models we restrict
ourselves to data trees, even though general graph structures could be chosen.
Data Trees. A data alphabet is a finite set A. A data value over A is a string
in A∗. The trees under consideration are finite, unordered, unranked trees
whose edges are labeled by data values in A∗. Formally, a tree t is a multi-
set {| (d1, t1), . . . , (dn, tn) |} where d1, . . . , dn ∈ A∗ and t1, . . . , tn are trees. di is
the label of the edge leading into the subtree ti. For instance, the tree of Fig 1 is
{| ("file.tex", {| ("\doc...", {| |}) |}), ("dir", . . . ) |}. To simplify the formalisation, we
shall not manipulate edges as distinct objects, but instead see an edge label as a
property of the node into which the edge leads. Thus we assimilate t to a structure
〈Vt, `t, ↓t〉, where Vt is the set of nodes of t, `t(v) is the data value labeling the
edge leading into the node v – undefined for the root node, – and v ↓t v′ holds if
v′ is a child of v. For our convenience, we also define the “sibling-or-self” relation:
v $%t v′ ⇔ ∃v′′ . v′′ ↓t v ∧ v′′ ↓t v′. By extension of the language of ranked
trees, we use the word arity to refer to either the multiset of outgoing edge labels
of a node, or the set of outgoing edges.
MSO. Let A be a data alphabet and X a countable set of variables of two types,
node variables and set variables. A variable assignment I into some tree t will
map any node variable x ∈ X to a node I(x) ∈ Vt and any set variable X ∈ X
to a set of nodes I(X) ⊆ Vt.
As a parameter of our logic we assume a set Ψ of formulæ called node selectors,
which may contain letters from A and variables from X . The only assumption
we make is that any node selector ψ ∈ Ψ defines for any tree t and variable
assignment I into t a set of nodes JψKt,I ⊆ Vt. For instance, we could choose
Ψ = Ψ0 = {pi | pi regular expression over A} ∪ {↓ x | x ∈ X node variable} such
that JpiKt,I = {v | `t(v) matches pi} is set of all nodes whose incoming edge is
labeled by a word in A∗ that matches regular expression pi, and J↓ xKt,I = {v |
v ↓t I(x)} is the set of nodes of which I(x) is a child. Or else, we could also
choose Ψ = Ψ0 ∪ {↓ X | X ∈ X set variable}, where a formula ↓ X requires that
some child belongs to I(X). The formulæ of MSO over Ψ are:
ξ ∈Mso(Ψ) ::= x ∈ ψ | x ∈ X | ∃x . ξ | ∃X . ξ | ξ ∧ ξ | ¬ξ ,
were ψ ∈ Ψ . Whether a formula is true for a given tree t and variables assignment
I into t is defined as follows:
t, I |= x ∈ ψ ⇔ I(x) ∈ JψKt,I t, I |= ξ ∧ ξ′ ⇔ t, I |= ξ and t, I |= ξ′
t, I |= x ∈ X ⇔ I(x) ∈ I(X) t, I |= ¬ξ ⇔ not t, I |= ξ
t, I |= ∃x . ξ ⇔ t, I[x 7→ v] |= ξ for some v ∈ Vt
t, I |= ∃X . ξ ⇔ t, I[X 7→ V ] |= ξ for some finite V ⊆ Vt
As syntactic sugar, we will freely use the usual additional logical connectives
and set comparisons that can be easily encoded, i.e. formulæ ∀x.ξ, ∀X.ξ, ξ ⇔ ξ′,
ξ ⇒ ξ′, as well as X ⊆ X ′, X = ψ, and ψ = ∅ .
Children Counting Constraints. A children counting constraint selects a
node of a tree by testing the number of its children satisfying some property.
Which properties can be tested is defined by the parameter Φ of node selectors.
As before, we use as parameter a set of node selectors Φ such that JφKt,I ⊆ Vt is
defined for all φ ∈ Φ, and which may contain variables in X and letters in A. For
instance, we could chose Φ = {pi | pi regular expression over A} ∪ X . A counting
constraint over Φ is a formula with the following syntax, where φ ∈ Φ and n,m
are natural numbers including 0:
γ ∈ Γ (Φ) ::= #φ 6 n | #φ ≡m n | γ ∧ γ | ¬γ .
The first two kinds of formulæ can test whether the number of children satisfying
φ is less or equal to n or equal to n modulo m. Note that we cannot write
#φ 6 #φ′, which would lead to the richer class of Presburger formulæ.
Any counting constraint γ defines a set of nodes JγKt,I for any variables assignment
I to t, so counting constraints themselves can be used as node selectors:
J#φ 6 nKt,I = { v ∈ Vt | Card({ v′ | v ↓t v′ ∧ v′ ∈ JφKt,I }) 6 n } ,J#φ ≡m nKt,I = { v ∈ Vt | Card({ v′ | v ↓t v′ ∧ v′ ∈ JφKt,I }) ≡m n } ,Jγ ∧ γ′Kt,I = JγKt,l ∩ Jγ′Kt,l , J¬γKt,I = Vt \ JγKt,l .
Note that we define #φ > n as ¬(#φ 6 n) ∧ ¬(#φ ≡n+1 n), and thus we can
also define #φ = n.
3 Counting MSO for Data Trees: CMso(Θ)
We now introduce counting MSO for data trees with comparisons of sibling data
values. Which precise comparisons are permitted is a parameter of the logic.
As before we assume a set of variables X and a data alphabet A. In addition, we
fix a set Θ of binary relations on A∗ that are called string comparisons. We then
define a set of node selectors with regular expressions for matching data values
and comparisons of sibling data values from Θ. Such a node selector has the
following syntax where θ ∈ Θ, pi is a regular expression over A, and x,X ∈ X :
φ ∈ Φrel(Θ) ::= pi incoming edge label matches pi,
| x | X equal to x or member of X,
| θ.φ ∃ sibling satisfying φ with labels related by θ,
| φ ∧ φ | ¬φ conjunction and negation.
The sets of selected nodes are defined as follows for formula φ ∈ Φrel, any tree t
and variable assignment I into t:JpiKt,I = {v | `t(v) matches pi} Jφ ∧ φ′Kt,I = JφKt,I ∩ Jφ′Kt,IJxKt,I = {I(x)} J¬φKt,I = Vt \ JφKt,IJXKt,I = I(X)Jθ.φKt,I = {v | ∃v′ . v $%t v′ ∧ (`t(v), `t(v′)) ∈ θ ∧ v′ ∈ JφKt,I}
In particular, a node selector θ.φ selects all nodes that have a sibling-or-self, so
that the data values of these two nodes satisfy comparison θ.
Definition 1. We define the children counting contraints for data trees with
comparisons of data values Γ (Θ) by Γ (Φrel(Θ)) and the counting MSO for data
trees with comparison of sibling data values CMso(Θ) by Mso(Γ (Θ)).
Note that the childhood x ↓ x′ can be defined in CMso(Θ) by x ∈ (#x′ = 1)
independently of the choice of Θ. Hence, sibling-or-self contraints x $% x′ can
also be defined by ∃x′′. (x′′ ↓ x∧x′′ ↓ x′) for any Θ. The elements of Θ intervene
only if one wants to compare the data values of sibling nodes.
Example 1. Recall the TEX compilation example of equation (2)[p3] and its free
variables. There remains to bind Xdoc and Xpdf15 to the relevant sets of nodes
in a closed formula. A TEX main document (resp. a valid pdf version 1.5) is
represented by a node with a single outgoing edge, whose label is prefixed
by "\documentclass" (resp. "%PDF-1.5"), leading to a leaf. Thus the closed
CMso({ θtex2pdf }) formula:
∃Xleaf . ∃Xdoc . ∃Xpdf15 . Xleaf = (#(∗) = 0)
∧ Xdoc = (#(∗) = 1 ∧ #("\documentclass" ∗ ∧ Xleaf) = 1)
∧ Xpdf15 = (#(∗) = 1 ∧ #("%PDF-1.5" ∗ ∧ Xleaf) = 1)
∧ ∀x . x ∈ (#(∗".tex" ∧ Xdoc ∧ ¬θtex2pdf.Xpdf15) = 0) .
Example 2. Another useful thing to require of a data tree is the feature tree
property, stating that no two sibling edges may share the same label. This
property can be used to specify files systems, since one needs to state that no
two files in the same directory have the same name. Taking θid as the identity
relation, we can define feature trees in CMso({θid}) as follows:
∀x . (#(x ∧ θid.¬x) > 1) = ∅ .
Example 3. Consider now a transformation θbck, which to w associates w".bck",
thus relating a file’s name to that of its automatic backup. Suppose that the
system can back up a backup, and so on, up to a certain point, and we need to
check that this bound is not overstepped. That is to say, given n ∈ N, we want to
write a formula ξn enforcing that there is no chain of backups of length greater
than n. Suppose we had a least-fixed point operator µ among our child-selectors,
following the syntax – µX.φ – and semantics of µ-calculus. Then we could write
ξn in CMso({θbck}):
∀x . (#µX.(x ∨ θbck.X) > n+ 1) = ∅ .
µX.(x ∨ θbck.X) intuitively captures the set of nodes related to x by successive
iterations of θbck; we can do the same thing without needing µ by explicitly
binding a set variable Y to the least fixpoint of x ∨ θbck.X, wrt. X:
∀x . ∃Y . (#((x ∨ θbck.Y ) ∧ ¬Y ) > 1) = ∅
∧ @Y ′ . Y ′ ⊆ Y ∧ (#((x ∨ θbck.Y ′) ∧ ¬Y ′) > 1) = ∅
∧ ∀x . [#Y > n+ 1] = ∅ .
The first line establishes Y as a fixed point, as it means that there are no nodes
with a child satisfying x ∨ θbck.Y but not Y . The second line states that there is
no smaller fixpoint than Y . This encoding can be generalised to any use of µ.
4 Undecidable Instances of CMso(Θ)
In this section, we exhibit conditions on the expressive power of the class of
data constraints Θ sufficient to render satisfiability for Γ (Θ), and therefore
for CMso(Θ), undecidable. As we shall see, not much is needed. Even merely
allowing Θ to express the addition or removal of a single letter at the beginning
or end of a word is enough; the argument developed in the next theorem is that
even this is sufficient to encode the solution of the Post Correspondence Problem.
Theorem 1. Let Θ1 be the set of string relations of the forms w 7→ wa, w 7→ aw,
wa 7→ w, or aw 7→ w, with a ∈ A, w ∈ A∗. Then CMso(Θ1) is undecidable.
Proof. We reduce PCP, with input dominoes [ u1v1 ], . . . , [ unvn ]. Let us write the
relations inΘ1 as θ+a, θa+, θ−a, and θa−, respectively. Given a word w = a1 . . . am,
by abuse of notation we abbreviate θ+am . . . . θ+a1 .φ into θ+w.φ. Although Θ1 is
not closed by composition, this construction enables us to pretend that it is – the
difference is that it requires the existence of siblings for each intermediate step,
which does not affect us. θ−w.φ is defined likewise. θa1+. . . . θam+.φ is written
θw+.φ, and likewise for θw−.φ. Let $1, $2 ∈ A be symbols not appearing in any
domino, serving as markers for the first and the second phase of the construction.
The mirror of u is written u. The operation for “placing domino i around previous
dominoes” is defined as θi.φ ≡ θ$1+.θui+.θ+vi .θ$1−.φ; “accepting dominoes” is
θacc.φ ≡ θ$2+.θ$1−.φ; “reading a on both ends” is θa.φ ≡ θ$2+.θ−a.θa−.θ$2−.φ.
Abbreviating θ.∗ or θ.true into simply θ, consider now the formula γ ∈ Γ (Θ1) =
#$1 = 1 ∧ #$2 = 1 ∧
#($1∗ ∧¬(θ1 ∨ · · · ∨ θn ∨ θacc)) = 0 ∧ #($2∗ ∧¬(
∨
a6=$1,$2θa)) = 1 .
It is satisfiable iff there is a tree whose arity contains $1, $2, and such that every
label beginning with $1 (i.e. phase one) has a sibling (along with the intermediate
siblings) obtained either by placing some domino so that ui mirrors vi, staying
in phase one, or by moving to phase two. At this point, a label is of the form
$2uik . . . ui1vi1 . . . vik . Furthermore, all but one label beginning with $2 (i.e. all
but $2) have a sibling obtained by removing the same letter at the beginning
and the end; all letters must be read until only $2 remains. Thus, γ is satisfiable
iff there are i1, . . . , ik such that ui1 . . . uik = vi1 . . . vik . This shows that Γ (Θ1) is
undecidable. This carries over to CMso(Θ1): consider the formula ∃x . x ∈ γ.
5 Satisfiability of CMso(ΘWSkS) is Decidable
We shall now see that, in spite of the bleak picture painted by the previous
section, Θ can be made rather large and useful without forgoing decidability.
Indeed, the most frequent operation in applications, illustrated in particular
by the TEX example (1)[p2], is suffix replacement. The property that we really
need is thus decidability of satisfiability for CMso(Θsuffix), where the relations
of Θsuffix are of the form θu,u′ = { (wu,wu′) | w ∈ A∗ }, for u, u′ ∈ A∗. We show
decidability for a class that is actually more general: WSkS-definable relations.
The well-known logic Weak Monadic Second-Order Logic with k Successors
(WSkS) [6], for any k > 1, is based on first-order variables z, and second-order
variables Z. Terms τ and formulæ ω of this logic are defined by
τ ::=  | z | τi 1 6 i 6 k
ω ::= τ = τ | τ ∈ Z | ω ∧ ω | ¬ω | ∃z . ω | ∃Z . ω
First-order variables range over words in { 1, . . . , k }∗, and second-order variables
range over finite subsets of { 1, . . . , k }∗. The constant  denotes the empty word,
and each of the functions i, written in postfix notation, denotes appending the
symbol i at the end of a word. Validity and satisfiability of formulæ in WSkS are
decidable [19], even though with a non-elementary complexity [18].
Some useful relations expressible in WSkS are z 6pref z′ (prefix partial order
on words), z 6lex z′ (lexicographic total order on words), z ∈ r for any regular
expression r, Z ⊆ Z ′, Z = Z ′ ∪ Z ′′, Z = Z ′ ∩ Z ′′, Z = Z ′ (complement), Z = ∅,
|Z| ≡n m for any constants n,m. Most of those are shown in [7, p88].
The unary predicates on words definable in WSkS are precisely the regular sets
[13,10]. A binary relation R ⊆ { 1, . . . , k }∗ × { 1, . . . , k }∗ is called special if it is
of the form { (ab, ac) | a ∈ L, b ∈M, c ∈ N } for some regular sets L, M , and
N . A binary relation on words is definable in WSkS iff it is a finite union of
special relations [10]. Some relations which are known not to be expressible in
WSkS are z = z′z′′, z = iz′, z is a suffix of z′, z and z′ have the same length,
Z and Z ′ have the same cardinality. Let us note that what is definable largely
includes the kinds of suffix manipulations which we need for applications and,
conversely, that the dangerous properties highlighted in the previous section are
not expressible: one cannot manipulate suffixes and prefixes at the same time.
Let ΘWSkS be the set of WSkS-definable relations, with the letters of A taken as
successor functions, along with a fresh letter $; we sketch the proof of decidability
of CMso(ΘWSkS). Child-selectors φ and counting constraints ψ are encoded into
WSkS, and thus shown decidable. The Mso layer can then be translated into
automata, yielding a model of automata for unordered trees as in [3], for which
the emptiness problem is known to be decidable under certain conditions, which
are here satisfied.
We encode multisets A of edge labels w as sets of WSkS strings, accounting for
multiplicities A(w) by appending different numbers of $ to ws to differentiate
them. Let t be a tree and Atv the arity – the multiset of labels – of node v; the




∣∣ 1 6 k 6 Atv(w)} = { v′ ∣∣ v ↓t v′ } ,
where v′ = `t(v′)$i for some i. Note that all children sharing the same label
must get a different i; while there are several valid encodings depending on
that assignment, we simply choose one, indifferently. Taking X as fresh WSkS
set variables, this encoding extends to interpretations in the obvious way. We
can now encode any child-selector φ as a WSkS formula φ with free variables
z, Z (standing for the current node and its arity), such that for any tree t,
interpretation I, and nodes v′ ↓t v:
t, I, v |= φ ⇐⇒ I[z 7→ v, Z 7→ Atv′ ] |= φ .
Our building blocks are: (1) z |= pi, where pi is a regular expression, which is
known to be WSkS-expressible, (2) zθz′ is expressible by definition, since θ is a
WSkS-expressible relation, and (3) z − $, which removes all the $ at the end of
the word, testing its well-formedness at the same time it restitutes the edge-label,
and is encoded as
z′ = z − $ ≡ z′$ 6pref z ∧ z′ |= A∗ .
Using this, we have the following encodings:
pi ≡ (z − $) |= pi, X ≡ z ∈ X,
θ.φ ≡ ∃z′ ∈ Z . (z − $)θ(z′ − $) ∧ φ[z ← z′] .
There remains to handle counting constraints ψ, which is simply a matter of
showing that WSkS can encode the primitives |Z| 6 m – which is easy – and
|Z| ≡n m – which rests on a total order such as the lexicographic one, and on the
idea of affecting each element in turn to a second-order variable corresponding
to the value of the modulo. (Note that the same cannot be said of Presburger
logic’s |X| = |Y | tests, which are not expressible in WSkS, and whose addition
would make it undecidable.) With this done, all decidability results for WSkS
carry over to Γ (ΘWSkS); in particular:
Lemma 1. Satisfiability of Γ (ΘWSkS) is decidable.
There now remains to deal with the Mso layer; it could be encoded in WSkS as
well (as it is a second order logic with sufficient expressive power), but it is simpler
to take an automaton-based viewpoint, similar to [15,3] (with the addition of
θs). We summarise the model of automata for our unordered trees, aut(Θ), as
bottom-up automata with rules ψ → q, where ψ are formulæ of Γ (Θ) whose
child-selectors have an additional test q determining whether a child node has
been evaluated in q previously (this corresponds to an “Xq” test). A tree language
L is said to be CMso(Θ)-definable if there exists a closed formula ξL ∈ CMso(Θ)
such that L = { t | t |= ξL }. Through straightforward adaptations of the usual
encodings [19,7], and further noting that aut(Θ) are effectively closed by all
boolean operations, we obtain:
Lemma 2. A set of trees is CMso(Θ)-definable iff it is accepted by an aut(Θ).
Of course, this result is constructive, and we can then adapt the usual reachability
algorithm: provided that Γ (Θ) is decidable, so is emptiness for aut(Θ), and, in
turn, so is CMso(Θ). In particular:
Theorem 2. Satisfiability of CMso(ΘWSkS) is decidable.
6 More Efficient Fragments
We can further gain in efficiency by further restricting the θ relation. To this
end, we consider mutually exclusive suffix replacement: we pick a set of suffixes
L = {w1, . . . , wn} such that wi is never a suffix of another wj . Let ΘL be the
set of string relations θwi,wj linking uwi to uwj , we denote ΓsufL the counting
formulæ of Γ (ΘL), with the additional restriction that regular expressions testing
labels are of the form A∗ ·wi. We use a small-model argument to find an efficient
algorithm for satisfiability. We will later use this logic in bottom-up automata of
aut(ΘL) as we did in Part 5.
We consider that our arities are already annotated by set variables X ∈ X . These
variables will later correspond to state labelings of an automaton of aut(Θ). If
we consider vertically deterministic automata of aut(Θ) [3], where each tree
is evaluated in at most one state, the variables X are mutually exclusive. By
restricting ourselves to mutually exclusive suffixes, we only need to consider the
edges labeled in uL, i.e. the orbit of uwi under the action of all θwi,wj . This
allows us to guessing a valid arity for φ ∈ ΓsufL orbit by orbit. All we need then is
a small-model theorem: if #φ 6 n appears in a formula ψ, we need to keep track
of how many elements are selected by φ in a counter that stops at n. if #φ ≡m n
appears in ψ, we need to keep track of how many elements are selected by φ in a
counter modulo m. This leads to an exponential number of configurations, which
means that, if ψ is satisfiable, then we can find a solution using an exponential
number of orbits of exponential size. We finally get:
Lemma 3. The satisfiability problem for an arity formula of ΓsufL is decidable
in NExpTime. Furthermore, if the variables X are mutually exclusive, the
satisfiability problem for an arity formula of ΓsufL is decidable in PSpace.
We can then use the techniques of [15,3], to extend our results to a class aut(ΘL)
of bottom-up automata with rules ψ → q, where ψ are formulæ of ΓsufL .
Theorem 3. The emptiness problem for automata in aut(ΘL) is decidable in
NExpTime. Furthermore, for deterministic automata of aut(ΘL), the emptiness
problem is decidable in PSpace.
7 Conclusions and Future Works
We have introduced the logic CMso(ΘWSkS) on unordered data trees. It is an
extension of CMso to data trees, where tests on a given child may include
enforcing the existence of a sibling whose label is in relation with that child’s own
label, the relation being WSkS-definable. That logic’s expressive power is largely
sufficient for concrete applications, such as the verification of common constraints
on file trees, which usually involve suffix manipulations, largely captured by WSkS.
We have shown that satisfiability for CMso(ΘWSkS) is decidable. However, we
have also shown that any attempt to allow additional data relations for both
prefix and suffix manipulations, even of the simplest kind, would render the
logic undecidable. We have also studied the complexity of the emptiness tests
for automata where horizontal counting constraints are restricted to relations
that only involve disjoint suffixes, and shown that the test is then NExpTime
for alternating automata, and only PSpace for deterministic automata.
There are two main ways in which this work can be extended. One is to find more
expressive string relations for which the logic remains decidable; our undecidability
results indicate that such an extension may not be very natural. Another is to
extend the reach of the string relation from merely the set of siblings to something
larger. In a first step towards that, the proof of Thm 3 can be extended to support
equality constraints between brother subtrees without changing the NExpTime
complexity. Another promising direction is the use of Monadic Datalog on data
trees [1], which is capable of expressing relations not only with siblings but also
with parents, cousins etcetera, and for which efficient algorithms are known.
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